THE DEBATE over the inherent right of native self-government has been largely confined to the concept of political autonomy.
period of tremendous social and economic change in Canada, remains largely unexplored.
Despite the inadequacies of the historiography, a growing number of anthropologists, economists, geographers, sociologists, and historians have taken an interest in native wage earners and independent producers since the publication of Rolf Knight's Indians at Work in 1978. This paper will discuss the existing literature (as it relates to our understanding of native labour history), the various methodological approaches involved, the changing nature of sources, and some of the opportunities for research. In doing so, I will demonstrate that there is an emerging consensus that aboriginal peoples not only participated in the capitalist economy during this so-called "era of irrelevance," but did so selectively in order to strengthen their traditional way of life. Native efforts to incorporate aspects of the capitalist economy into their seasonal round and their resistance to the government's assimilation policy laid the foundation for the future construction of the non-proletarian Amerindian worker.
"Those Who Exist On the Margins of Many Fields"
ONE OF THE MAJOR REASONS why Amerindian participation in the wage labour economy has remained largely unexplored is due to the fragmentation of the social sciences and the historical profession. Whereas anthropologists have concentrated on the reconstruction of so-called "authentic" aboriginal cultures in pre-history, the study of Amerindian participation in the capitalist economy has been at the margins of native and labour sub-disciplines within history. Similarly, ethnic studies and sociology have found it difficult to incorporate the experience of Amerindian wage earners and independent producers into their research. This section will explore how well these academic fields have investigated Amerindian participation in the capitalist economy.
As "the main impulses for the serious study of native history have come initially from anthropology,*' a historiographical paper involving Amerindians should commence with this discipline. Because anthropologists have long been interested in the reconstruction of traditional aboriginal cultures, the disappearance of 'primitive' societies has prompted an identity crisis within the discipline -a crisis which has been further exacerbated by new ethical questions about the study of aboriginal societies. According to Hugh Brody, "the accumulation of knowledge about colonial or tribal societies is often a facet of control and exploitation-even when the researchers firmly believe otherwise. To be neglected by science, therefore, might well be a blessing. In the process, the Amerindian has sometimes appeared as a helpless victim of forces outside of his or her control. As Morantz suggests, "implicit in this focus is the belief that the significant native history is in fact these peoples' relations with the Canadian government"
13 While a considerable body of literature on the relationship between the state and native peoples has been generated, Morantz believes it has served to further marginalize the issue of wage labour in the sub-discipline of native history. This has been achieved, according to Menno Boldt by diverting attention from political, cultural, and economic imperialism. In an even harsher critique of the racism paradigm, J.R. Miller scoffs at the tendency to treat the aims and results of 19th century assimilitative legislation as synonymous. Amerindians of their agency, these authors argue that the racism paradigm effectively "undermines their historical and moral claims to self-determination."
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Critics of the racism paradigm, however, have met considerable resistance from those who suggest that agency has been employed without adequate consideration of oppressive forces. Robin Brownlie and Mary-Ellen Kelm argue that several recent historical studies of residential schools and the anti-Potlatch law have, due to their emphasis on native agency, neglected to recognize the full impact of colonialism. According to Brownlie and Kelm, this "trend in scholarly writing thus carries within it an insidious tendency to turn Native agency into colonialist alibi." 17 Instead, the authors argue that even if government was not always able to fully enforce racist laws and institutions, the threat of eriforcement had an enormous impact on Amerindians. Moreover, by minimizing the effect of colonialism on native peoples, critics of the racism paradigm have inadvertently diminished the significance of native resistance. In doing so, Brownlie and Kelm warn the historian of native history to be cognizant of the political consequences of his or her research. By stressing native agency, some historians have by implication diminished the responsibility of the state for past injustices. Although native agency is "virtually undisputed" in the historical literature relating to the fur trade, agency has generally been conceived of within the racism paradigm when considering native wage earners and independent producers.
In addition to the work of native historians, labour history has the most direct affinity with native participation in the capitalist economy. In their introduction to Essays in Canadian Working-Class History, Gregory Kealey and Peter Warrian inaugurate the 'new' labour history as "an attempt to bring back ordinary working people from their long exile on the margins of Canadian history." Very seldom has ethnicity been treated as a historical process, in order to capture its concrete manifestations within that complex and multidimensional scenario that is the historical past Perhaps its elusiveness as a dynamic and transforming element is due to a failure to link it properly to the historicity of social and cultural processes and to an inability to apply to it a truly dialectical analysis in order to perceive it and account for it Ethnic studies has, therefore, not yet become a major player in the study of aboriginal peoples.
In contrast, the theoretical models constructed by sociologists have informed historical research into the participation of marginalized groups in the capitalist economy. According to Tony Haddad and Michael Spivey, there have been two principal theoretical frameworks used by social scientists to analyze the relationship between native and non-native economic activity. One, the modernization theory, shaped interpretation until the early 1970s, while the second, the world systems/dependency model, has since come into favour. The modernization theory involves "idealistic notions of progress" which have influenced the government's native policy and determined how social scientists have approached Amerindian economic activity. Haddad and Spivey argue that the modernization theory has been disastrous for native peoples because it introduced exploitive relations into otherwise 'egalitarian' societies. Instead, they suggest that the dependency/world- Still, scholars in nus field should recognize an opening: current distress about die fragmentatk» of disciplines is strong and opens unique C(pportunities. Those who exist on the margins of many fields are in the best theoretical position to discover new analytical approaches that challenge existing paradigms and thus lead the way toward a more broadly inclusive scholarship. Native labour history is in an equally promising position. Moreover, it is a promise which is in the process of being realized by recent scholarship.
The "Irrelevant" Native in Scholarly Writing, 1932 Writing, -1978 THIS SECTION will demonstrate that die role of Amerindians in the capitalist economy during the post fur trade era was considered largely irrelevant in die early historiography. Informed by die modernization theory, the literature dismisses native independent production and presumes native non-participation in die capitalist economy. The scholarship seems to fall into two categories: those who believed that Amerindians were unwilling to become wage earners, and those who argued that natives were excluded from the capitalist economy. That natives were As the standard work in native history from 1932 until the mid-1960s, Diamond Jenness' The Indians of Canada has had enormous influence on our understanding of native history. 27 This anthropological study applied die modernization theory to native economic development Due to die failure of die First Nations to maximize the use of die resources available to diem, Jenness suggests that they "lagged behind die march of progress." 2 * Amerindian peoples were apparently unable to adapt to die new social and economic realities. As Jenness laments, Socially they are outcasts, economically they are inefficient and an encumbrance. Their old world has fallen in ruins, and helpless in the face of a catastrophe they cannot understand, they vainly seek refuge in its shattered foundations. The end of the century, it seems safe to predict, will see very few survivors.
While die prediction proved wrong, Jenness' illustration of die transition from self-sufficiency to dependency for native peoples across die country is compelling.
Similarly non-participation is founded on the belief that natives had never embraced wage labour.
As an economist, Stuart Jamieson was not entirely satisfied with this explanation of why Amerindians in British Columbia abstained from wage labour. For instance, this did not satisfactorily explain the relative absence of Indian workers from the province's resource-based industries in the 1950s. Building on his earlier work, Jamieson suggests in the American journal of applied anthropologyHuman Organizations, that the competing attractions of hunting and fishing further contributed to mis under-representation. As a consequence, "all such factors serve to prevent them from accepting industrial employment as a permanent way of life, with all its disciplines, restrictions, responsibilities, and 'freedoms.' Hence, independent production was seen as a barrier to the integration of Amerindians into the wage labour force.
Although natives appeared ill-suited to industrial labour, Stuart Jamieson demonstrates that natives had once been a dominant source of labour in the commercial fishing, canning, and forestry industries. Stressing continuity over change, Jamieson suggests that these pursuits were merely variations to the old work patterns of the seasonal round. Nevertheless, native dominance in the fishery and canning industry ended in the 1920s due to technological change and the industry's increasing concentration in large urban centres. As large motorized fishing vessels displaced native men from the fisheries, concentration removed women's cannery jobs from the vicinity of native reserves along the Pacific coastline. 41 The forest industry, on the other hand, was of secondary importance to natives. Jamieson concludes that their relative absence from the forest industry, except for bush operations, further revealed a native preference for seasonal outdoor work.
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of Jamieson's research is his discussion of the impact of the formalization of work on natives employed as longshoremen, stevedores, and in railway maintenance. He found that these occupations were attractive to natives because they enabled them to periodically leave the cities to hunt and fish. This acknowledgement of the continuing importance of independent production for native workers (even after World War I), suggests that participation in the capitalist economy did not necessarily mean the abandonment of their traditional way of life. The formalization of hiring practices due to unionization and mechanization after the turn of the century acted to exclude natives, however, from an important source of supplementary income. "When the seniority and rotation system was applied by the union," argues Jamieson, "Indians on leaving their jobs lost their seniority and were forced to enter again at the bottom of the list when they returned from fishing." 42 The formalization process also acted to ^Jamieson, "Native Indians," 220. * l lbid.,222. n Ibid., 214.
devalue day labour and diminish Oie status of die casual labourer in die eyes of die Euro-Canadian majority. The continued preference of Amerindians for casual work resulted in their own status being diminished, thereby generating die stereotype of die "shiftless" and "undependaWe" Indian. The interaction between dus constructed image and die real hiring practices of employers has unfortunately not been fully explored by historians of die post-contact period.
The conviction diat native peoples played no role in die capitalist economy beyond die fur trade era is also revealed in Martin Robin's economic history of British Columbia from 1871 until 1933, and an initial study of Northern Manitoba by historical anthropologist Peter Douglas Elias. The British Columbia Indians were economically expropriated, politically disfranchised, legally duped, converted into wards of die government .... Indians were stripped bare of their possessions, herded into bleak reservations, and quickly forgotten,'' Martin asserts. 43 In Metropolitan and Hinterland in Northern Manitoba (1975), Elias suggests diat diere was almost a direct progression from a traditional native trapping economy to an underclass of permanent unemployment 44 Exactly when this process of "pauperization'' took place, however, is unclear as Elias, at once, stresses the significance of die 1821 merger of die Hudson's Bay and North West Companies in removing native control over the means of production, and admits diat almost all natives in die region continued to hunt and trap until World War n. 45 In bom works, natives are assumed to have been excluded from die capitalist economy. The principal distinction between die two appears to be Elias' belief that this "industrial reserve army" was still important to die capitalist economy; not as producers, but radier, as consumers. natives "were expropriated and then bound to reserve irrelevance. Thus, it was only after the Great Depression had devastated native independent producers and forced many natives out of the workforce dut dependency became a feature of native life. Indians at Work is a seminal work in native labour history because it establishes dut Amerindians continued to play a significant role in die economic history of Canada beyond die fur trade. The assumed irrelevancy of native peoples in die post fur trade era was henceforth dislodged from its salient position in die historiography.
An Emerging
49 Unlike many of his imitators, however. Knight's analysis was not limited to native wage labour. A second point of entry for Amerindians into die capitalist economy was through independent production. A remarkable degree of initiative in native communities is uncovered by Knight in spite of restrictive laws and meddling government officials. Wage earnings and independent production were used by native families to supplement their increasingly curtailed subsistence economies.
Despite die continued importance of die seasonal round for native peoples, Knight's ambition to locate diem into die mainstream of labour history leads him to deny any distinction between native and non-native workers. contribution to a collection of essays dedicated to the staples theory, Wauons suggests that natives were "swept aside" after the fur trade and were, in so doing, "made irrelevant." Informed by Elias' earlier study, Watkins also suggests that the separation of aboriginal peoples from the means of production reduced them to the status of an underclass or lumpen-proletariat Unfortunately, it is unclear whether or not Wauons is responding directly to Knight when he dismisses independent commodity producers as a subordinate mode of production which only served to reinforce merchant capital against industrial capital. In any case, Watkins' analysis is out of step with the evolution of the historiography.
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Knight Indians at Work, 194. In his enthusiasm, however, Knight relies too much on anecdotal evidence in what sometimes degenerates into a celebration of native labour.
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Knight Indians at Work, 178. relationships diat native peoples had widi die means of production differed from odier workers. Regardless, die importance of Knight's monograph is two-fold: by challenging die presumed irrelevance of native peoples to capitalism. Knight causes a paradigm shift in native labour history, and dirough his formula of "wage workers and independent producers" Knight recognizes diat farming, trapping, and otiier mediods of independent production were also an integral part of die capitalist economy. "Indian workers," Knight concludes, "... did not become irrelevant upon die arrival of die steam engine and die disappearance of die fur trade, as some audiors would have us believe." 56 Yet, Burrows concludes dutt die failure of Amerindians to rise above labouring in die capitalist economy came as die result of decreased job opportunities from an increased white population and mechanization. Unfortunately, in assuming dut a causal link existed between die act of "working" and die desire to work, tfiese audiors overlook alternative explanations such as die need to supplement income at a time of growing scarcity of fish and game. Moreover, because die focus of diese studies is on wage earnings, die profound importance of independent production to aboriginal communities is lost Hence, Knight's formula has only been partially taken up by George, Preston, Dunk, and Burrows. In a similar manner, Réunie Warburton and Stephen Scott identify die fur trade in British Columbia as a bridge between traditional Amerindian economic activities such as hunting and fishing, and wage earnings in die capitalist economy. These two Marxist sociologists found that the Hudson's Bay Company expanded into commodity production in the early 19th century, thereby drawing natives into wage labour. In addition to trapping, Amerindians provided labour for die company's agricultural, fishing, and lumbering operations. 37 As a pre-industrial introduction to wage labour, die fur trade cleared die way for an important Amerindian economic role beyond die fur trade era. Consequently, Warburton and Scott show die complexity of die fur trade and recognize its importance in die transition towards wage labour. They do so, however, without recognizing die continued importance of independent production. Although Frank Tough continues to associate independent production solely with die fur trade economy, he recognizes that aspects of this older economy persisted with die new wage labour economy. Yet, Tough questions die commitment of Amerindians to die fur trade in Northern Manitoba between 1870 and 1900. Using die records of die Hudson's Bay Company during dus period, Tough suggests that Indians voluntarily turned away from die fur trade in favour of lumber and fishing activity. As a result, die period saw "an improvement in die economic conditions of die Indians." 59 Exactly how was this "improvement" achieved? Clearly, Tough believes diat die shift from independent production to wage earnings was responsible for this "improvement'' This transformation of die regional economy was, according to Tough, accelerated after 1900 by die economic strategy of die Department of Indian Affairs, die commercialization of new resources, and die stagnation of die fur trade. However, Tough also allows for die continuing reliance of native peoples on independent production and subsistence activity. "Aldiough die Native economy appears to be a diversified economy and one that became increasingly commercialized," Tough observes, "it was still very much a natural economy influenced by die seasons." 60 By acknowledging die movement towards a diversified economy (which included wage income and independent production), Tough takes a tentative step towards die formula con- 62 He sets out to challenge this static representation of "traditional" native economic activity by establishing that native participation in wage labour is longstanding. Using die Hudson's Bay Company records for die post at Rapid River, Saskatchewan, he shows that from 1865 until 1900 native labour was crucial to die operation of die post "Wage labour was only one component in a dynamic and complex regional economy dut also included a market component and a domestic production component" 63 The accounting ledgers of die post reveal that natives were largely responsible for food production, fuel production, transportation, and fabrication. Elias' study therefore supports die hypodiesis that die traditional native economy was diversified and adaptive to change. Furthermore, native independent production and wage labour have long been a feature of die capitalist economy.
Recently seizing die historical leadership, John Lutz has made an enormous contribution to our understanding of die extent of Amerindian participation in die capitalist economy. In a paper presented to die 1992 meeting of die Canadian Historical Association, Lutz suggests dut dwusands of Amerindians migrated every summer to Victoria during die 1850s to hire tiwmselves out as wage workers.
64 Amerindians in British Columbia were found to work on farms, public works, in mining and forestry operations, as domestic servants, and were even credited with being among die first factory workers. The incorporation of aboriginal people into die capitalist labour force was a spatially discontinuous process dut did not affect all aboriginal groups simultaneously or in die same way," Lutz cautions.
63 Regional discontinuities were further accentuated by generational and gender variations. Nevertheless, Lutz concludes dut seasonal wage labour and
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The evolution in Peter Douglas Elias' analysis between 197S and 1990 is striking. Clearly, his earlier assumption of native non-participation in the capitalist economy underwent a transformation. One can only assume that the publication of Knight's monograph contributed to this change. independent production were essential to native communities throughout British Columbia during the so-called "era of irrelevance."
In a second, much more important contribution to the historiography, Lutz reconsiders Hawthorne's hypothesis that natives were disinclined to become employed in the wage labour economy because they had no status system based on wealth accumulation. Although Knight demonstrates the importance of native wage labour and independent production in British Columbia, he never provides an adequate explanation for this participation. Lutz produces such an explanation. In his opinion, the potlatch drew the aboriginal peoples of the coastal areas of British Columbia into the capitalist economy. The potlatch was a central feature of the lives and economy of, especially, the coastal Indians. It was only through potlatches that one's hereditary status and rights to resources, property (including songs and dances), and names could be claimed and maintained," Lutz observes. As a prestige economy, the potlatch provided incentives for aboriginal people to accumulate wealth by earning wages to enhance their status.
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At the 1994 meeting of the Canadian Historical Association, Lutz went well beyond his earlier efforts to establish the centrality of native labour to the BC economy by illustrating how legislation constructed the image of the 'Indian.' "Not only did a myriad of federal and provincial laws and policies limit the types of occupations Indians could participate in," Lutz argues, "these laws effectively created the category of Indians as 'outside the economy' and over time, defined Indians as 'dependent on the state.'" 68 This racialization process involved the criminalization of such behaviour as drinking alcohol, the prohibition of native land ownership (thereby leaving natives no collateral for bank loans), the alienation of control over resources, provincial government efforts to limit native reserve allotments, grazing and water rights, and the exclusion of natives from acquiring fishing, timber, or trapping licences. 69 Hence, natives "found themselves in a 'civic cell' shared with children, felons and the insane. on the government in general and, in particular, on an 1881 federal regulation prohibiting unregulated commercial sale of agricultural products to non-Indians." Native resistance to this law took the form of evasion as the Ojibwa abandoned this particular form of independent production. While the adaptability of native economies is stressed in both studies. Carter, Waisberg, and Holzkamm agree that governmental action led to the exclusion of natives from agriculture. Native independent agricultural production, in direct competition with white farmers, was deemed unacceptable by the government While the abuses of the residential school system have been well documented in the past ten years, the economic implications of "educating" native children have been largely ignored. An exception to this statement is Miller's Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens which explores the nature of the relationship between the two peoples and the efforts of natives to determine their own futures.* 2 Most native peoples initially welcomed the formation of educational institutions, since they would "enable mem to cope economically with the changes about them .... labour and independent production. What did natives perceive their role to be in the capitalist economy? Why did they overwhelmingly opt for casual or seasonal work? How did wage labour alter gender relations within the Amerindian family? Did employment introduce new clan distinctions within the native community? Although we can be reasonably certain mat Amerindians fashioned a bifurcated economy based on independent production and selective wage labour, the underlying reasons for mis innovation have yet to be explored. As Calvin Martin has observed, "we presume to document and interpret the history of a people whose perception of die world for the most part eludes us, whose behavior, as a result, is enigmatic.• ,,9
What is the legacy of native efforts to fashion a diversified economy based on seasonal wage earnings and independent production? Despite the efforts of die state to assimilate native peoples, and the effect of Euro-Canadian encroachment on fish and game, independent production survived as the cornerstone of the Amerindian economy. According to Hugh Brody's classic study of reserve life in Northeastern British Columbia during the 1970s, natives had avoided becoming proletarianized. Euro-Canadian dreams of unlimited exploitation of resources did, of course, clash with native cultural and economic systems. The importance of Brody's pioneering ethnographic effort lies in the confirmation that independent production did not whither away as once assumed. In Maps and Dreams, the Amerindians of Northeastern British Columbia exhibit a "readiness to adapt to new environments, to use different resources, and to seize new technological advantages ...." 90 The seasonal round appropriated aspects of the capitalist economy to strengthen the whole. Hence, the native economy involved not only hunting, fishing, and trapping activities but also included seasonal and occasional wage labour.
9 Native participation in the wage labour economy must, therefore, be seen in relation to the resiliency of aboriginal societies.
A consensus has emerged among those who study native labour history that aboriginal peoples not only participated in the capitalist economy (as wage earners and independent producers) during the so-called "era of irrelevance," but did so selectively in order to strengthen their traditional way of life. The endurance of independent production as a central feature of native life, in spite of endemic racism and official opposition, is an often overlooked sphere of native resistance. This tradition of resistance laid the foundation for the future construction of the nonproletarian worker. In Rolf Knight's Indians at Work, Amerindians were finally recognized as wage earners and independent producers. Although not imitated at first, this formula has become increasingly credible as historians realize that the selective nature of native participation in the capitalist economy was unique. Unlike the majority of non-natives, native workers have generally relied on wage earnings and independent production. The implications of this selective participation on the development of capitalism (especially in the provincial norths, the Northwest, and Yukon Territories) have yet to be explored. Ultimately, our traditional conception of labour history as the history of wage earners needs revision if we are going to locate native labour history within the larger working class experience.
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